
Cognomovement Practitioner Level One 
Day 2 

Weight Loss, Cravings and Food Modification 

CM session is not a therapy session, unless you are a Licensed Therapist. 
The Following techniques and questions are a model for assessing the intensity of the 

resistance felt in the body of the client. Not to diagnose or treat any illness or condition. 
The magic is in greatly reducing or removing the resistance to an issue and clearing the 
sensation in the body, allowing for an easy shift in perspective and a clear energetic path 

to achieving their goals. 

Class Synopsis 

Weight loss, Fat loss, Body Image, Food Modification for Weight Loss or Health (to 
avoid or correct illness) cravings, and habits,  along with Exercise and Movement 
Modification, and Goal setting can be Highly Charged topics for most people. Many 
people will describe this as a blockage or stuck-ness.  

*Even the suggestion of these can bring painful memories (lifelong in many cases) 
Anxiety, emotional trauma, stress, fear, depression, physical pain, negative energy, and 
more.  

A CM Practitioner’s work with CM is to help our clients and ourselves release, disperse, 
eliminate and shift the expression of * these, in the physical body, MEANING where they 
feel these in the physical and Chakra system. We can assist in shifting the perspective on 
these issues by clearing the negative emotion and negative feeling in the body.  

Our work with CM is to create ease around this subject to remove resistance  

The positive Changes in weight and body happen when the person can easily make the 
changes necessary, without emotional push back or physical cravings or automatic habits.  
Clients can then move forward with freedom to do the things that create more, better, 
freer, easier possibilities surrounding the body. 



Basic Topics and Knowing where to start 

Testing 1-10 model 

Multi session option: Each of the questions listed in this section can be used individually 
as a stand alone session, based on the client’s individual needs. Used together they can 
give the client and the practitioner a broader view of where the client may be 
experiencing resistance to their outcome, and make a starting point clear. Following 
sessions can be used to work through each of the topics and questions to clear each point 
from highest resistance to lowest.  

Walking the client through some basic topics can help us find the “hot spot” or the most 
active “problem”, which can help to create the biggest change in the shortest time. Often 
many of the other “problems” and perspectives around this topic collapse or are reduced 
greatly by working on the topic that is causing the most “pain”. (Or what registers the 
highest on the 1-10 model or displays most often in the Chakra system.) 

Client often has no conscious idea what is causing their blockage, your questions will 
assist you and them in uncovering it.  

Avoid story around these topics, let the client know that you and they, for the purpose of 
this session, simply want to know to what degree the body and chakras are feeling them. 
If they begin to tell a story or justify not achieving the desired outcome, simply ask the 
corresponding questions and measure 1-10, use the story to gather the info that you need 
to find a starting place. Move as rapidly as possible through questions with out rushing so 
as to avoid dwelling on any one topic, lightly gathering info.  

Be sure to direct the client as to how you are using the 1-10 scale. Which is the highest 
value and which is the lowest? This can be used for positive and negative corresponding 
feelings.  

The Practitioner’s goal is to reduce to neutral or less that one, if the outcome is reducing a 
sensation. Questions will provide the target starting point by the practitioner recognizing 
either the highest individual score or a prevalent pattern in the Chakra system (where the 
body perceives discomfort). 



1. Goal, Outcomes 
   What does the client want to achieve? What is their purpose in seeing you? 
    Example: A specific weight, Clothing size, Fitness Goal, Measurement etc.  

1a. Check in how do they feel about that “goal”, where in the body do they feel  
             it?  

1b. How long have they had this “goal” or intention?  How long have they been                          
            Working on this, or thinking about this. Check in, how do they feel about the  
             Length of time ?  

1c. Who besides the client has an interest in them achieving this outcome? (Who’s 
             Goal is this?) 

1d. What would it mean to achieve to them to achieve this goal? (Meta Question) 
The answer to the Meta Question is the over arching goal that the client would 
actually like to achieve. This may be the place to start. 
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1e. What has stopped them in the past from achieving their goal? 

   ( Highlight the highest number in this section ) 

2. Diet 
     Diet, Food Modification- Does your client express the need or desire to create change  
     With diet or food modification. 
 

2a.. How do they feel about the word diet? 

2b. Is there a specific food plan, diet or modification that they wish to begin? 

      2c.. Have they tried this before? 1-10 where do they feel it? 
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2d.. Who’s recommendation is this, book , Dr, TV etc. 

2e When was their first experience with diet or food modification? ( This can be 
an entire session or series of sessions.  Use caution if not experienced you will 
need to know where to go next. Covered more fully in Prac-2 ) 

2f. If  Diet is for health – How do they feel about the health condition that for 
which food modification is needed. 

(Highlight the highest score in this section ) 

3. Body, Fat , Size,  Image 
Does your client express the need to create change with Body Image, Size, or Fat 
Specifically ? 

3a. How do they feel about current body shape? 
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3.b How do they feel about body size? 

3.c. How do they feel about their  body image? 

4.d Is someone else’s opinion important to them about their body image size ? 
  

                                  (Highlight the highest score in this section ) 

4. Cravings 
Reducing or eliminating cravings can create can be a quick, easy and simple way to 
increase health or a result in weight loss and is a great place to start.  However, not every 
client interested in weight loss experiences cravings.  I recommend asking the client if 
this is an issue for them, if so, use the following protocol. 
 
  4a. What is the craving? 
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4b. Is there a time of day associated with the craving? 

4c. Is there an activity associated with the craving?  

4d. Is there another person associated with the craving? 

(Highlight the highest score in this section ) 

Cravings Protocol: 
1. Have the person focus on the enjoyment of the craving.  See it, feel it, taste it, 

smell it and touch it. 
2. Ask for any words associated with the craving. 
3. Bring it to the highest level of experiencing the enjoyment. 
4. Being CM exercise, setting a timer for 3 – 15 minutes. 
5. Call out the words that your client assigned to the craving along with reminding 

them to focus on the enjoyment. 
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6. Stop at the 3 or 5 minute marks if using this method to check in to see if anything 
has changed. 

7. Make adjustments as needed based on client feedback. 
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